JIGGER™

designed by Karim Rashid

Inspired by the classic bartending tool, this fun and functional piece of furniture gives a playful vibe to a variety of different
spaces. It’s topped off with a comfortable foam seat with hundreds of upholstery options, while its body is rotationally molded
and features a rounded bottom which allows you to gently rock back and forth.

Specifications

Material

Model #

Weight

JR16

9 lbs

Cushion - Premium TruColor™ material is fully compounded for superior color and quality
assurance. Enhanced UV-resistant formulation suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
2.75” thick foam top is attached to body with tamper-resistant hardware, including stainless
steel screws and T-nuts for outdoors and zinc for indoors. Top is supported by marine grade
plywood and can be upholstered in our collection of Stinson indoor/Sunbrella outdoor
fabrics or COM.
Base - One-piece, rotationally molded, specially formulated, high-impact polyethylene with
ultraviolet light stabilizers (to reduce fading). The commercial-grade polyethylene material is
also FDA-approved, making it ideal for restaurants, food courts and entertainment facilities.
Chemically resistant to bleach, salt solution and chlorine solution.

Upholstery

Hundreds of upholstery options in different grades and price points available for
cushioned top.

Environmental Test
Standards

GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified by UL Environment.
Product certified for low chemical emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

Performance Test
Standards

Product tested to 500 lbs static load.

Assembly

None Required

Warranty

5 year limited replacement warranty.

Maintenance

For routine and regular cleaning maintenance, Tonik recommends the use of
Simple Green® or an equivalent cleaning product. For the deep-scrub cleaning of
tougher stains, marks and debris, we recommend the use of Clorox® Clean-Up®
Cleaner + Bleach or an equivalent cleaning solution.
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100% recyclable
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